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Foreword :

Dear Reader,

I am delighted to present our Annual Report 2020. It describes our
progress in delivering our services to the rural marginalized communities for
their sustainable development. We have been currently serving in two districts
of Lumbini province. The main focus of our organization lies in running
programs related to Rights to Information, governance, human rights and
social harmony. We also work out through advocacy on health, education,
agriculture and disaster issues. I would like to thank the CS: MAP team,
HEAD coalition, Civil Society Key Champions, CA/LDAG members, youth
clubs, watch groups, members of IHRC, representatives of Wards/ Palikas
and well-wishers and at last but not at least the hardworking and sincere staffs
of IHRC for their vital role in empowering the organization and making IHRC
reach this position. I believe that this annual report will help the reader to
better understand the programs being run by IHRC. It is important to us that
we provide a glimpse of our activities to all of our stakeholders. Lastly, I
would like to thank the whole team who provided their valuable time and
effort to publish the annual report of the organization.

Advocate Bishwajeet Tiwari
Chair Person
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Message from executive Director
In 2020, IHRC continued its efforts to bring positive
changes in marginalized and disadvantaged people's lives
through meaningful interventions on rights to information,
governance, human rights, social harmony, and advocacy
on health, education, agriculture and disaster sectors.
Although it was great challenge for us due to COVID-19
crisis, this year also remained a great year for IHRC. These
efforts across the project implementing districts connected to development
programs making sure that the communities we work with feel the change and
empowered for their rights and identity. In 2020, we capacitated to IT officers
and Journalists of Banke and Bardiya on RTI. Similarly, in local level 1000 of
people gained knowledge on Social Accountability tools. It has been privilege
to watch these marginalized groups including women underwent significant
transformation, raising their voices to demand justice and their rights from
local level governing bodies and decision makers. We believe that ending
extreme poverty and injustice will only be possible when we secure equal
rights for all people including women, girls, Dalits and Janajatis. Patriarchal
cultures and traditional practice marginalize, exclude, and dis-empower women
everywhere, however, women can potentially become powerful agents of
change, and our support can ensure that this happen. We strongly play role to
implement Constitution of Nepal for equal value of all. Nevertheless, it cannot
be achieved overnight. Our commitment is enduring, and 2020 has seen many
milestones achieved in this journey of social change. IHRC would like to extend my grateful and thank to donors/development partners, stakeholders for
their valuable financial and technical support. IHRC would like to thank and
acknowledge the commitment of our dedicated staff accomplishing their tasks
they were responsible for in order to bring tangible outcomes. We are equally
thankful to our board and members for the overall guidance and meaningful
involvement. We greatly appreciate for the major contribution and leadership
of our Founder President Honorable Bishwajeet Tiwari. We look forward
with excitement and optimism to 2021 to execute our commitment to continue
with our efforts of creating self-reliant and equitable society.

Rakesh Kumar Mishra
IHRC Nepalgunj - Annual Report 2020
Executive Director
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Vision, Mission, Goal :

Vision

Quality life with dignity

Mission

Committed to Governance, Right to Information, Human Rights, legal law and social cohesion.

Goal

 Improve the public service delivery implementing
Social Accountability tools.
 Minimize violence against rights,
 Support in effective implementation of existing
policies and laws
 Improve the status of Information delivery system
by making information friendly public service de
livery organization.
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Executive Comitte of IHRC
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Human Resources in IHRC
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Volunteers
 Purna Bahadur Khadka
 Laxmi Gyawali
 Bharsa Chaudhari
 Najish Ansari
 Udayraj Jaishwal
 Dhurbraj Sharma
 Sanjita Chaudhari
 Kamalraj Paudel
Objectives, Core Values and Beneficiaries of IHRC
Our Objectives:
 To conduct awareness program for Citizens' Rights, Consumers Rights
and Duties, Human Rights, Child Rights, and Rights to Development
 To Protect and promote Gender Equality and Social Inclusion.
 To create access and promote rights of Normal Citizens into Health, Edu
cation, Agriculture, Forest, Information, Governance and rule of law.
 To increase the access of Madheshi, Muslims, Women, Dalit, Aadibashi,
Janjati, disables, marginalized, children, senior citizens, Disaster affected
and minorities community into human rights and mechanism for Inclusive
 To make citizens aware on citizens' social, cultural, linguistic, religious,
economic and political rights.
 To minimize conflicts, inequality, discrimination, offensive and ignorance.
Core Value of IHRC:






Transparency,
Accountability,
Dignity,
Quality
Rule of law
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Our Beneficiaries:
 Youths
 Women and Girls
 People from marginalized groups in society (Dalit, Muslims, Madheshi,
Aadibashi Janjati, LGBTIQ)
 General People
 GOs and NGOs officials
Highlights of the year 2020
IHRC has been aligning with Nepal's new federal structures as well as
policies for effective results of the interventions carried out. IHRC got to work
in issue related with Health, Education, Agriculture and Disaster through
constructive advocacy. In the current year, IHRC has successfully implemented
2 projects.
The year was a challenge but also a time of opportunities. We have
developed our meaningful presence in province no. 5, Banke and Bardiya
districts implementing the Civil Society Mutual Accountability Project (CS:
MAP) and Human Rights Strengthening (HRS ) projects in different sectors
i.e. Right to Information (RTI), Human Rights, Governance, Social Cohesion.
Strategic partnership, Coalition building with CSOs and Media and the
organizational development were the key highlights for IHRC in the year 2020.
IHRC did constructive advocacy in public interest issues in close coordination
and collaboration with CSOs and Media. As the organization grew, IHRC
also focused on its development to improve efficiency and care for its growing
team members. Extensive revision as well as formulation of the organizational
documents (policies) was done throughout the year. Human resource
capacity developments were also primarily focused so staffs received
capacity development trainings. Similarly, members of IHRC have been able
to prove their social mobilization and leadership as they are representing in
local and federal structures of Nepal government. The aim of this report is to
provide details of the projects implemented by IHRC in the year 2020. The
numbers below reflect the people served by IHRC through implementing
projects in this year:
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-120 Common Assembly members and 50 Violence Watch Groups members
-1110 Youths (Madheshi, Muslims, Dalits, Janjati, Brahmin/Kshetri)
-150 District Level stakeholders (Civil Society)
- 150 Representatives of Local governments.
-10 Civil Society Key Champions and 100 HEAD Coalition members.
-385 community people.
Strategic RTI campaign and filing public interest litigation
IHRC has filed 5 PIL in this reporting period.
On 15th March 2020 a PIL about distribution of
Mask, Sanitizer, Soaps and Free PCR test and
Health desk establishment in Boarder sites, Jail,
school area. On 16 March 2020 High Court had
given order to DAO, DDMC, Health Office and
all local governments of Banke and Bardiya
districts.Mask, Soaps had been distributed in
communities. Similarly, Health desks were
established.
On 9th April 2020, 2nd PIL had been filed demanding to secure rights of
the Nepali citizens who were stocking in Nepal Bharat Border. They had
been facing many challenges like not getting food, no any facility for toilet,
bathing, far from safety measures etc. In this PIL advocate Bishwajeet Tiwari
requested to follow up Nepal government COVID-19 management
guidelines, PPE for Health workers and provide rights to live with dignity. On
10th April 2020, High Court Nepalgunj gave order based on PIL to DAOs,
Health Office, DDMC and local governments. 184 Nepali citizens were settled
to respective quarantine after high court orders.
On 10th May 2020, In leadership of IHRC Banke civil society monitored
Jaynadu Balsudhar Griha in Duduwa Banke. The monitoring team found that
50 children out of 100 having skin disease for long time and not getting treatment. They had red spot/wrinkles on bodies and requested to get treatment.
Similarly, they have not safe drinking water; they are not getting education
because of no subjective teachers and lack of teaching learning
materials. After the monitoring of 8 local governments, the team organized
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interaction meeting separately with Ajaya Shreewastav, Coordinator of DCC
and Kumar BahdaudrKhadka CDO of Banke about the situation observed in
the time of monitoring. The team had given memorandum demanding to
provide fundamental rights. The monitoring team managed the interaction
meeting with children on 11th May 2020 and the children received treatment
by Doctor and the team had provided 144 pieces soaps for hand washing and
cleaning and medicines with cost of 30000 NRS. Furthermore, 50 children's
health checkup had been done from health workers and children received
orientation on Child Rights, Responsibilities and COVID related awareness
had been given. News link. https://paschimsandesh.com/?p=1011
On 23rd May 2020, Advocate
Bishwajeet Tiwari chairperson of
Information and Human Rights
Research Center has filed an
application to National Human Rights
Commission Nepal demanding to
manage doctors, health workers and
need based staffs for Laxmanpur
Primary Health Post in Narainapur RM Banke district. In that health post,
there were not doctor and health workers for 2 years.
After receiving application the National Human Rights Commission Nepal
has taken quick action and has given formal order to Health and Population
Ministry Nepal Kathmandu to identify the real status of this Health Post, what
are the response taken by province and central level?, What are the real status
of COVID-19 effect? Further, the National Human Rights Commission
ordered to manage effective environment to provide rights to live with dignity.
Order had been given to support the community as per Nepal's constitution
2072 and national human rights commission act 2068.
Now two doctors have been assigned to join into this Primary Health
Post and public of Narainapur has got opportunity to take health service and
their fundamental rights will be fulfilled.
On 22nd May 2020 a PIL was filed to collect the details of labors and
poor dependant who are suffering from hunger people in palikas and provide
IHRC Nepalgunj - Annual Report 2020
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them to relief package as soon as posible. Then update the website pages
with the details of identified beneficiaries for relief package support. Further,
to provide allowance to sinior citizens to their home, to prepare quarentine
guidelines, issolation guidelines and
implement as well. High court had given
order to local governments and DAOs
of Banke and Bardiya. Duduwa Rural
municipaltiy made policy to provide
allowance to senior citizens visiting their
home and applied the practice as well.
Palikas have distributed relief package
to pooor households and updated their
websites too.
On 25th July 2020 a PIL was
filed to provide health service to
prisioners who were facing many
troubles in prisions that the monitoring
team had found during field visit. On
26th July 2020 High Court Banke had
given order to take PCR test and provide health service to children and
prisioners as soon as possible. Then
the ordered had been implemented as
well. PCR test was done in Karagar
and Balsudhar Griha.
Newslink : https://sagarma thagan
tabya. com/2020/07/3487/?
On 29th September 2020, in support of IHRC Department of commerce, supplies and consumer protection Banke did proactive disclosure which was first practice in Banke district.
This meeting was organized in close coordination with DCC, government agencies, FNJ, DAO, CSOs, Media, Advocates etc. IHRC has been playing role
to promote SA tools in both Banke and Bardiya districts. The chief of Department of commerce, supplies and consumer protection Banke Mr. Krishna
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Prasad Poudel was chair person and Mr. Ajay Shreebastav, chairperson of
DCC Banke was chief guest in this program. Twenty types of information of
this organization was shared and hard copy was distributed to stakeholders.
Assistant CDO, Mr. Dirgha Raj Upadhyaya thanked to IHRC and Department of commerce, supplies and consumer protection Banke for conducting
this important event. He said it is the first good practice in Banke. He announced that Proactive disclosure is most important for all public service delivery organization. He committed to follow up government agencies to make
them responsible on it.
IHRC celebrates September month as RTI month. In this year 2020 total
30 RTI application about different public favors issues had been filed by RTI
activists and received demanded information from local governments and public
service delivery institution. The practice of RTI is improving in Banke and
Bardiya districts. IHRC has been playing role to make local governments and
government agencies more accountable and transparent through SA tools and
doing coordination with local level, province level and federal level. In order
to enhance the capacity of journalist and Information officers of Banke and
Bardiya districts IHRC organized RTI orientation where 60 Information officers and journalist were capacitated on RTI legal provision. Krishnahari Baskota,
ex- chief of the national information commission had facilitated the orientation
session.

Similarly, Badhaiytal Rural Municipality also did the Proactive disclosure
which is the mandatory task for all government or non government organizations. In every 3 months it must be done based on RTI Act 2064.
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Intervention in Advocacy
1. Governance Policy Formulation :
IHRC and the team have been making ap
proaches, using media and coalition and other
stakeholders to develop Governance Policy
in all 16 Local Levels of Banke and Bardiya.
District level Interaction and Sajha Sabha
Radio Bahas program had beenconducted with the participation of
local governments, journalist and civil societies. Badhaiyatal Rural
Municipality developed the Governance policy with technical support
of IHRC. Other local governments are in process to develop the
policies.
2. Human Rights Guidelines Formulation :
In financial support of USAID/ FHI 360 Human Rights Strengthening
Project run by IHRC, Duduwa Rural Municipality Banke and
Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality developed Human Rights Guidelines
2077 and implementing as well. Technical experienced consultant (Ad
vocate Narayan Bhattarai) from Kathmandu supported to develop
the guidelines.
3. Open Cattle Movement Policy (OCMP) :
Nepalgunj SMPC has been working on OCMP in coordination of
IHRC and other CSOs and stakeholders. The issue has been raised
during interaction in Nepalgunj. IHRC had filed PIL against all 16
local levels to manage Open Cattle Movement which has been a head
ache to all local levels as they are not being able to find a good place
to manage thousands of open cattle like cow, ox, donkey, dogs, horse
etc. However the issues are still hot during interactions, media and
advocacy team as well. High court has ordered that Kohalpur Munici
pality should manage Kanji House to keep the open cattle. The talk is
going on to manage a space in joint venture of all 16 local levels of
Banke and Bardiya.
Local governments have made Gausala in their palikas and keeping
the freed animals but there are still problems that animals from India
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borders come to Nepal and they are facing challenges to manage the
freed animals properly.
4. Formation of Agriculture Policy in Duduwa :
IHRC and advocacy team/coalition have been frequently making ap
proach to Duduwa Gaunpalika to develop Agriculture Policy and imple
ment it. The Agriculture Policy sample had been provided to Plika and
the issue had also been registered in through council meeting.
DuduwaGaupalika had given written letter about agriculture policy status
to CA team. In this letter, DuduwaGaupalika Agriculture Policy 2064,
DuduwaGaupalika Agriculture business promotion Bidhayak 2076 and
DuduwaGaupalika Farmer Group Formation and Management Guide
line 2076 and Chau Kheti Operational Guidline 2077 have been de
veloped. The good practice of Duduwa Rural Municipality is that they
provide free animal health service assigning Vets (Livestock Officers)
door to door of farmers.
5. Save Dr. Govind KC Campaign :
In order to ensure rights to health, IHRC in coordination with Banke
civil society conducted 4 interaction meetings and raised voice to save
Dr. Govind KC's life. Banke civil society published press release, con
ducted candle light campaign, sent delegation letter to prime minister
of Nepal to conduct meeting with Dr. KC and pay attention on his
rights to live. Further the civil society did Relay ANSAN in front of
District Administration Office Banke. Banke civil society showed the
agreement with other activists and CSOs who were supporting to
Dr. KC.
News Link : https://www.facebook.com/nagariksamajofficial/videos/
332712021132419/https://atmonlinenews.com ?fbclid=IwA
R0P0v8VqqfAQZ6kXhCxKTFuSTz4W7Jw8nrxm2gVHWF0
HrQfAphl62kRzc
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Intervention on Governance:
Training and workshops :
Civil Society: Mutual Accountability
Project supported IHRC including 34
CSOs in Nepal to improve governance
practice in organizations. IHRC took
part in various capacity building
workshops and training conducted by
CS: MAP/ FHI 360. The local
structures formed by IHRC in Banke
and Bardiya districts (Common
Assembly, HEAD coalition, Civil
Society Key Champions) received
System Leadership training, SA tools
training which supporting to create the
vibrancy in civic space. They have
been playing effective role to make
local governments and government
agencies more accountable and
transparent. They give pressure to
local governments to engage the citizens in local level planning process.
They raise voice to conduct Public
Hearing, Social Audit, Public Audit,
Community Score Card, Pro-active
Disclosure in time and as per rules.

CA team submitting their plan to ward chair
during local level planning

Orientation on Local Level Planning Process to
community level people

Organization Capacity Assessment (OCA) Workshops :
IHRC conducted OCA tools orientation to 9 CSOs in Banke district.
OCA tool has 5 main domains: Governance, Human Resource management,
Financial Management, Organizational Management and Program Management. It supports organization to be in track with better performance. CSOs
have received innovative ideas on planning and implementation which support
to cooperation, collaboration and alignment of an array of stakeholders with
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multiple interests. IHRC itself following the OCA tools and became more
confident on facilitation knowledge and skills which will be applied during
conducting OCA of others CSOs in the district. Internal Governance and Self
Regulation Guideline was approved by IHRC executive board committee.
Other CSOs requested to IHRC for technical support on applying OCA tools.
Minimum Standard and self regulation Guidelines :
In close coordination with NGO federation Banke, IHRC conducted best
practice sharing workshops. NGO federation
guided to CSOs to follow up the minimum
standard as mandatory
task. Banke CDO also
agreed on this matter.
Minimum standard chart
has been developed and
all CSOs are oriented to
cover the rules. IHRC
and NGO federation
jointly organized the best practice sharing workshop where local CSOs presented their best practice and learning. It was good opportunity that helped to
replicate the practice by other CSOs and promote sharing culture and practices in the district.
Joint Monitoring :
IHRC conducted joint monitoring programs. In this programs local
government representatives, district level stakeholders, journalist, civil
society involved. IHRC had leaded the monitoring team. It had been
conducted 8 events in Duduwa Rural Municipality, Narainapur RM in Banke
and Badhaiyatal RM in Bardiya districts. The team visited Health post, schools,
palika offices, quarantine center and isolation centers. Findings were shared in
DCC, DAO and province level authorities. Quick action was taken by
service providing organization and related authorities. Joint monitoring
supported to manage doctors in health post, policy was developed,
quarantine centers and isolation centers were improved and information
officers have been managed in schools.
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Intervention on Human Rights :
IHRC conducted ten episodes of Radio Bahas programs.
All planned Bahas program were successfully completed each Wednesday of a week. Krishnasar Multimedia Ltd.
Nepalgunj supported in production and
managing the program. The Episodes were
broadcasted live from Krishnasar 94.0 MHz
FM (2000 watt capacity) Nepalgunj, Gurubaba
106.4 MHz FM (500 Watt capacity), Bardiya,
Zee Nepal HD TV, Nepalgunj and directly listening from https://www.krish
nasar online. com.np/and It could be listened from online Radio, face book
page, You Tube. The Bahas
program was virtual discussion
through Zoom Application. The
concerning stakeholders were
invited to Join in the program as
participants for discussion on the
issue. So, Bahas program was good
interactive like a field level face to
face interaction. The episode was
prepared for 1:30 hour's duration.
Based on the subject and issue,
panelists were selected responsible
government Officials, HR activists,
and elected representatives so that
it would be easy for commitment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

COVID-19 and Health Rights
Quarantine and Isolation management
COVID-19 and Gender Based Violence / Domestic Violence
COVID-19, Agriculture situation and Right to Food
COVID-19 and its effect on Education right and Solution.
Citizenship through Mother's Name: Challenges and Way out.
People Assess to Public Information.
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8. Issues of LGBTIQA / Sexual Minorities and Response of Govern
ment Stakeholders.
9. Access of Women and Backward Community in the Local Level.
10. Preparedness and Status of DRR Management and Role of
Stakeholders
Training to youth and students and promotional events for human rights
understanding and culture :
In order to provide human rights education to students, sensitize their role
and responsibility for protection and promotion of human rights to engage
them in development of human rights
culture at School and at home IHRC
conducted the training. The training was
conducted in six schools of Duduwa
and four schools of Badhaiyatal RM.
Total 710 students (354 boys, 356
girls) received training.
Human Rights protection and
promotion group was formed in each
school. The trained students have been sharing human rights information to
their family members and their colleagues.
Human Rights Based Approach (HRBA) training :
Human Rights Based Approach (HRBA) Training to judicial committee and community
mediators were accomplished in
both Duduwa and Badhaiyatal
RMs with 91 participants in 4
events (Judicial committee members-10, community mediators52). Members of Judicial committee and community mediators
and CSOs members became familiar about constitutional provision made for
Judicial Committee (JC). Judicial Committee members and community mediators gained knowledge and skills on smooth case management process.
IHRC Nepalgunj - Annual Report 2020
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Workshop with CSOs for human rights advocacy and rights of women,
LGBTIQA and Dalit
Workshop with CSOs for human rights advocacy and rights of women,
LGBTIQA and Dalit were conducted 6 events in Duduwa and Badhaiyatal
RMs. A total of 139 participants (44-CSOs representatives, 11: elected
representatives) including 3 municipal officials and 3 media person were
actively attended at the workshop. Based on the gender a total of 139
participants 28 (20.1%) were from LGBTIQA community, 59 (42.4%) were
female and 52 (37.4%) from Male. IHRC coordinated collaborated with
Sundar Sansar, Bardiya and Western Star, Banke for implementing the events
both are the organization from LGBTIQA community. The participants were
facilitated on subjects of LGBTIQA-definition, sexuality type, population; the
rights of minorities, rights of women, and Dalits guaranteed by constitution.
The following issues had been found during interaction and those issues have
been noted by province and national level authorities.
 Minorities especially LGBTIQA have no clear data in population
census, so strong advocacy is needed in the upcoming national
population census in order to actively participate in survey.
 Muslims community highly affected from the traditional culture.
Muslims women are not allowed to go out to involve in any kind of
community -based programs so the awareness program on
constitution rights for those communities is required.
 Dalit are still hated in temple, upper class house and cultural program.
And practice of untouchability is rampant in the community, so
collective and united voice is needed for mitigation.
 Awareness program in the community regarding the rights guaranteed
by constitution for minorities. .
 The LGBTIQA are boycotted from the society and their home and
they have less visibility in the government service.
IHRC with coordination with Sundar Sansar and BDS jointly submitted
memorandum to District Administrative Office Bardiya and honorable house
of parliament member, Sanjaya Gautam for advocacy the issue of IGBTIQA
both CDO and Parliament member were committed for raised the issues and
agenda to resolve
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Violence Watch Groups Formulation :
IHRC has formed 2 Violence Watch Groups in Banke and Bardiya. In
Duduwa, a total of 25 members of violence watch group comprising 11 are
male, 13 are female and one from
LGBTIQA community. Lilawati Yadav
is the coordinator of the group, she is
also member of judicial committee and
executive board member of Duduwa
RM. Min Bahadur Thapa, was
selected for vice coordinator of the
group ,he was a representative from
civil society members and Udaya
Jaisawal selected for secretary and
representative from journalist.
In Badhaiyatal, a total 25 members of violence watch group comprising
14 are male, 10 female and one from LGBTIQA community. Prem Raj Tripathi
is selected for coordinator of team. Yojana Chaudhary selected for vice
coordinator. She is representative of women network of the area; Shyam BK,
selected for secretary of the group representative form Dalit network of the
area.
The violence watch groups have been closely working with partners in
identifying the human rights violation cases in their respective area.
Outcome of the formation of violence watch group :
 VWG members are actively engaged in the community as task
assigned to them.
 Six meetings were organized with the initiation of Watch group
member, three in each municipality.
 VWG members are sharing human rights information at the meetings
organized by others, like mothers groups meeting, child club meetings
 With the initiation of VWG members, 4 HR clinic accomplished two in
each municipality.
 At local level, general people come in touch with watch group
members to solve the problem if any in the community.
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 VWG members handled eight case in Badhaiyatal and 5 case in
Duduwa.
 The draft constitution of the organization has been prepared for legally
register VWG at Palika. Some watch group members have been
working on that.
Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI)
Gender Equality and Social Inclusion Activities:
IHRC always respects GESI values and performs each and every intervention with full attention to GESI regards. It has developed GESI policy and
follows it accordingly. But there is no such GESI remarkable issues currently
IHRC working with.
However, IHRC has been paying full attention to GESI related issues if
can be found or identified.
IHRC took initiation and did advocacy to ensure human rights based on
GESI prospective. In this year 2020, 6 Nepali citizens who were not getting
Citizenship Certificates for long time received Citizenship card with mothers'
names. IHRC became success to bring smiles on their face. Further, IHRC
conducted Radio Bahas Program with local level, province level and federal
level participants to ensure the rights of LGBTIQA. The voice of community
level people was shared with the responsible authorities and given pressure to
create policy as per demand of LGBTIQA.
PROGRAM IMPACT AREA IN 2020
Civil Society Mutual Accountability Project (CS: MAP)
CS: MAP is being implemented to foster a more legitimate, accountable
and resilient Nepali civil society that is capable of advancing the public
interest.
In Banke and Bardiya districts, Proactive Disclosure has been started by
public service delivery organizations which haven't done before. Many public
favors issues were sorted out through Advocacy and PIL. IHRC raised voice
of poor vulnerable and marginalized group and supported them to secure their
rights. Nepali citizen who were not getting citizenship card received it after
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regular interaction, PIL and high court order. Using of RTI tool to create good
governance at local level has been highly used by civil society and RTI activist
in Banke and Bardiya. Village level Listen, Discuss, Action Group (LDAG),
identify local issues discussing on team and listening Radio Sajhaboli.
Likewise Ward level Common Assembly members identify ward level issues
and issues identified by village Youth groups. If issues are not solved in this
level the issues are brought to Palika level Sajhedari Munch and District level
Sajha Sabha Nagarik Bahas.
Major Outcomes:
 The communities have got awareness and access to need based
information from government agencies.
 Organization itself and district level 9 CSOs got Knowledge and skills
on Organization Capacity Assessment (OCA) tools and the tools
supporting to keep well management of organizations.
 Proactive Disclosure has been done in Banke district by 4 government
agencies which is the role model practice in Banke district.
 Municipalities have agreed and looking forward to support and
cooperate for the effective implementation of the project.
 IHRC has been lobbying for the rights of youth, women, consumers
and other marginalized groups due to which the local government has
been sensitized and is working at the policy level to formulate new
policies or bring about the necessary changes in the existing policies.
Major Accomplishment:
 9 district level CSOs were oriented on Organization Capacity
Assessment (OCA) tools.
 5 PILs were filed in different public favors issues during lock down
period to insure human rights and well management of COVID-19
crisis.
 20 RTI applications were filed into public service delivery
organizations in local level, province level and federal level.
 Conducted Public Service Oversight in Schools, Health posts,
Agriculture development depart and Agriculture service center through
HEAD coalition and media.
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 50 Common Assembly members and Youths from marginalized groups
were oriented on Social Accountability (SA) tools.
 Duduwa RM in Banke district and Badhaiyatal RM in Bardiya district
were oriented on standard template of Proactive Disclosure and its'
process.
 Strengthened capacity of CSOs and media to conduct participatory
and evidence based research and advocacy.
 16 days campaign against GBV, International Human Rights Day and
International Anti corruption Day were celebrated jointly with CSOs
and Local governments.
 Conducted Listen Discussion Action Group (LDAG) meetings
bi-monthly with 150 youths in community level to identify community
level issues.
 Sajha Sabha Nagarik Bahas radio programs were organized with 51
district and province level participants to discuss on district level
issues related with Health, Education, Agriculture and Disaster.
 Governance policy was developed in Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality
in Bardiya.
 Conducted Social Audit of IHRC based on guidelines.
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Success Story:
Story1: Order from National Human Rights
Commission Nepal
Advocate BishwajeetTiwari
Chair Person of Information and Human Rights
Research Center, Banke
On 23rd May 2020, Advocate
Bishwajeet Tiwari chairperson of
Information and Human Rights
Research Center has filed an
application to National Human
Rights Commission Nepal
demanding to manage doctors,
health workers and need based
staffs for Laxmanpur Primary Health
Post in Narainapur RM Banke
district. Tiwari is professionally an
active advocate at Nepalgunj
Banke.
On 21st May 2020, he had
visited Narainapur Rural
Municipality with human rights
activist during field monitoring for
actual and factual report of
COVID-19 crisis.
Narainapur Rural Municipality is the east of Nepalgunj city and connected
with India border. The monitoring team found that there were 99 Corona
Positive cases in Banke district, among them 72 cases were in Narainapur till
date 22nd May 2020 and it had been declared as hot spot. Further, one
Corona affected patient had died in that area. They had visited to a primary
health post at Laxmanpur village in Narainapur Rural Municipality. In that
health post, there were not doctor and health workers for 2 years. It was a big
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problem for community people because they had not been getting health service properly for two years and even in this COVID-19 crisis they have been
facing challenges. As per
Nepal constitution there is
rights to live with dignity but
people are far from their
fundamental rights. After
receiving application the
National Human Rights
Commission Nepal has
taken quick action and has
given formal order to
Health and Population
Ministry Nepal Kathmandu
to identify the real
status of this Health Post,
what are the response
taken by province and central level?, What are the
real status of COVID-19
effect ? Further, the National Human Rights Commission ordered to manage
effective environment to
provide rights to live with
dignity. Order had been
given to support the community as per Nepal's constitution 2072 and national human rights commission act 2068.
Now two doctors have been assigned to
join into this Primary Health Post and
public of Narainapur has got opportunity
to take health service which is
their fundamental rights.
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Story 2: Actions against COVID-19
The World is heavily affected by Corona outbreak. Every people globally
have been afraid due to the easily spreading of this virus which was started
from Wuhan, a city in Eastern China. IHRC had taken the first action in Banke
and Bardiya when the
WHO declared that
globalization emergency
due to Corona Virus.

On 2nd March
2020, Information and
Human Rights Research
Center (IHRC) Banke
conducted meeting on
the issue of highly
spreading Corona
Virus. On 3rdMarch
IHRC with Civil
Society gave Gyapanpatra to CDO, Mr. Kumar BahadurKhadka and so on
at Bardiya. In this letter, the team had mentioned to take quick action on
COVID-19 and demanded to establish health desk on India-Nepal boarder,
Busparks and even in airport. Letter had been given with demand to secure
human life and ensure human rights to live healthy.
After receiving the alert letter Mr. Kumar BahadurKhadka, CDO of Banke
had taken quick action based on request. Counseling room and Health Desk
in airport area, Jamuniha boarder in Nepalgunj had been established.
On 16th March 2020, IHRC register a PIL into high court Nepalgunj,
Banke demanding to manage free Mask for poor people, Sanitizer and soap
in all service provider institute/organizations and in public places.
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The High Court Nepalgunj ordered to the responsive organizations to
reply the PIL answer within 15 days.
This message was broadly published in many newspapers and radio broadcasted this information also. IHRC also organized a sharing and interaction
meeting with Human Rights Networks in the close coordination of National
Human Rights Commission Banke.
As per COVID-19 effect in Banke and Bardiya, IHRC continue filed
different PIL based on public favors.
On 9th April 2020, 2nd PIL
had been filed demanding to secure
rights of the Nepali citizens who
were stocking in Nepal Bharat
Border. They had been facing many
challenges like not getting food, no
any facility for toilet, bathing, far
from safety measures etc. In this PIL
advocat e Bishwajeet Tiwari
requested to follow up Nepal
government
COVID-19
management guidelines, PPE for
Health workers and provide rights
to live with dignity. On 10th April
2020, High Court Nepalgunj gave
order based on PIL to DAOs,
Health Office, DDMC and local
governments. 184 Nepali citizens were settled to respective quarantine after
high court orders.
On 22nd May 2020 a PIL was filed to collect the details of labors and
poor dependant who are suffering from hunger people in palikas and provide
them to relief package as soon as posible. Then update the website pages
with the details of identified beneficiaries for relief package support. Further,
to provide allowance to sinior citizens to their home, to prepare quarentine
guidelines, issolation guidelines and implement as well. High court had given
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order to local governments and DAOs of Banke and Bardiya. Duduwa Rural
municipaltiy made policy to provide allowance to senior citizens visiting their
home and applied the practice as well. Palikas have distributed relief package
to pooor households and updated their websites too.
On 25th July 2020 a PIL was filed to provide health service to prisioners
who were facing many troubles in prisions that the monitoring team had found
during field visit. On 26th July 2020 High Court Banke had given order to
take PCR test and provide health service to children and prisioners as soon as
possible. Then the ordered had been implemented as well. PCR test was
done in Karagar and Balsudhar Griha.

Story-3 Tribhuwan Chowk management:
Tribhuwan Chowk is famous for
its commodity and fancy shops along
Sardar line and Ek Lahinee, while most
of the government offices like District
Administration Office, Tele
communication office and Post Office
etc. are located within a radius of a
few kilometers around it. In Dashain
festival, this Chowk is seen more
beautiful with colorful lights and busy
market. The statue of King Tribhuwan
had been destroyed and long time the
Chowk was not managed because of
political, religious conflict. Now the
chowk again has been managed with
new structure. IHRC Banke, Civil
Society and CS:MAP team had played
role to knock the Nepalgunj SMPC
to take the quick action for the
management of this Chowk.
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Nepalgunj has a diverse culture with people from different faiths living within
mixed communities. Hinduism and Islam are two major religions in the city with
Hindus comprising larger percentage of the population. Other religions like
Buddhism and the Christianity are among in the minorities. However, there have
been religious conflicts in the past between its Hindu and Muslim majorities.
Conflict had been occurred in December 2006 between Pahari people of the
hill-origin and Madhesi people of Ganges-river origin. The conflict resulted in the
death of at least one person, while dozens were injured. The conflict followed
immediately after the 2006 democracy movement in Nepal. During the conflict, a
mob destroyed the statue of late King Tribhuwan placed at a junction named after
him while demanding to rename the junction as Kamal Madheshi Chowk after a
man from the madheshi side who was killed in the violence. The local
administration had to impose a curfew to take the mob under control, and later
formed a commission to investigate the cause of the riot.
Nepalgunj Sub-metropolitan city had managed the chowk making a
pyramid shape with Iron and flex chart. So it was not looking beautiful. The flex
chart was slowly damaged by climates. Information and Human Rights
Research Center (IHRC) Banke in coordination with Civil Society took
action to give pressure to Nepalgunj
SMPC to manage the Chowk for
better looks. A memorandum was
handed over to Nepalgunj SMPC
demanding to manage the Tribhuwan
Chowk. Nepalgunj SMPC had planned
budget for management of that chowk
but they were hesitating to take action
because of past conflict and they were
thinking that there will be possibility to conflict. They asked IHRC to do commitment that if any conflict will occur then IHRC should play role to provide
order from High court. They believed into IHRC because numbers of issues had
been sorted out in leadership of IHRC by filing PIL and through constructive
advocacy. IHRC chair person and advocate Mr. Bishwajeet Tiwari committed
to do so. Now the Tribhuwan Chowk has been established but there is Map of
Nepal and Nepal Flag instead of statue of King Tribhuwan. In the current
situation no any conflict has been occurred on the matter of New Tribhuwan
Chowk.
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Human Rights Strengthening (HRS) Project:
Major Outcomes :
 4300 rights holders of Duduwa of Banke and Badhaiyatal of Bardiya
were good informed on Human Rights Based Approach (HRBA)
Fundamental Rights guaranteed by constitution of Nepal 2072, basic
human rights concept and role & responsibility of respective right
holders for protection and promotion of human rights at local level.
 Technical assistance to prepare Human Rights Guideline to Duduwa
Rural Municipality of Banke and Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality of
Bardiya, the guideline has prepared and implemented in both RMs
 Based on the human rights approach Need and Capacity Assessment
Report of Duduwa of Bake and Badhaiyatal of Bardiya has prepared
and implemented in both RMs
 Six policies of both RMs Duduwa of Banke and Badhaiyatal of Bardiya
have been reviewed based on human rights based approach those
were on the process of implementation.
 50 human rights violation cases have been registered at Project office
50 percentage of them were resolved and some are referred to NHRCNepalgun and some are judicial committee of both RMs - Duduwa
and Badhaiyatal
 14 HR violation cases (GBV, Citizenship, and justice victim / Rape)
have been registered at High court Tusipur Neplagunj bench and
district Court of Banke.
 Judicial committee members and Community mediators were able to
case management based on HRBA ( Human Rights Based Approach)
since they have received four events of trainings on HRBA, Case
management process, Motivation and counselling skills, case priority
skills, forms and formats for case management the trainings were
provided by national level professional advocates trainers.
 960 Youth and students were good informed about Human Rights
educations, fundamental rights and role of youth and students for de
veloping human rights culture at school, community and their home.
 Two LGBTIQA networks formulated at Ward no 5 and 9 of Badhaiyatal
of Bardiya.
 Badhaiyatla Ram has allocated budget for LGBTIQA for capacity
building for income generation activities of LGBTIQA.
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 15 cases of Citizenship and a case of GBV have been referred to
NHRC- NPJ office for proper management and mitigation.
 Two memorandum regarding the issue of LGBTIQA have been
submitted to DAO Bardiya and Sanjaya Gautam, house of
Representatives for advocacy the rights of LGBTIQA.
 Two Memorandum on Quarantine and Isolation management were
submitted to DAO Banke and DAO Bardiya, after that some positive
changes have been occurred in respective quarantine and isolations.
 Surendra Bahadur Hamal, Provincial members raised the issue of
Isolation and Quarantine at Provincial parliament as he jointly
monitored those area the visit was led by IHRC.
 6 Nepali citizens who were not getting the citizenship certificates for
years received citizenship certificates with their mothers' names.
 Two cases of child marriages have been stopped and 6 Gender based
violence were identified and the victims received justice with initiationofIHRC.
 A woman with physical and mental disability received disable identity
card and citizenship certificate and she has been getting allowance
facilities as per rule. Now she has been accepted from her family
members. After long time she came to her house back from road.
 The specialist doctor was assigned at Narainapur rural municipality as
Panelist from District Health Office committed at Radio Bahas
program organized by CS: MAP-HRS / IHRC hold on June 10, 2020.
 Five PIL registered at Tulsiur High Court, Nepalgunj Bench regarding
COVID-19 and other issues after Order from the Court some relative
changes have been observed in the area.
 The Survivor have been receiving the information from public service
office by using RTI at local level in both Banke and Bardiya Office.
 Govt. Nodal Office / Information Officers of Banke have got
orientation on important of RTI and process for RTI. Krishna Hari
Baskota, Ex- Information Chief of Information Commission was
resource person for that event. It was possible as panelist committed
at Radio Bahas program on People's Assess to Public Information
conducted on July 29, 2020.
 Human Rights information have been reached widely at remote village
area of Duduwa of Banke and Badhaiyatal of Bardiya through the HR
mobile clinic. Community people were keenly listen the information
delivered and some human rights violation cases registered.
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Major Accomplishment :
 Reviewed at least 6 laws/policies of 2 municipalities to check human
rights standards
 4 events HRBA trainings were conducted to the members of the
judicial Committee and Community mediators in Duduwa RM and
Badhaiyatal RM.
 2 Violence Watch Groups with 50 participants have been formed and
they received capacity development training.
 Total 10 Human Rights Clinics have been conducted in Duduwa nad
Badhaiyatal Rural Municipalities.
 20 Events Human Rights trainings to youths and students have been
conducted in Duduwa and Badhaiyatal RM.
 10 Events radio Dialogue program were conducted to discuss on
COVID-19 management, Human Rights situation in Banke and Bardiya
districts.
 6 Events Human rights awareness trainings were organized to the
community people dedicated to the marginalized community including
Dalit and LGBTIQA.
 8 Workshops were organized with CSOs for human rights advocacy
and rights of women, LGBTIQA and Dalit.
 Organized 6 events joint monitoring to observe public service delivery
on Health, Education and Agriculture sectors in Banke and Bardiya
districts.
 6 events capacity building trainings on local level planning process
were conducted in community level.
 Celebrated national and international days in coordination with local
level, province level and federal level.
 One-day human rights orientation to elected representatives and
officials focusing on their role and responsibility and human rights
standards was conducted 4 events with total 135 participants.
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Success Story:
RadheshyamRaidash and his family members have been living at Padriya,
Madhesitole of Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality ward no 7, Bardiya. There are
6 family members in his family; wife, 2 daughters and 2 sons. BimalaRaidash
14 is elder daughter.
His family does not have their
own registered land although family has been occupied the public
school land since 15 years. He
has been working as daily wage
labor.
Due t o poor
economic background, the family could not fulfill their basic
needs. Due to traditional culture
and poor economic status,
Radheshyam has decided and
had been preparing the marriage
of Bimala with 20 years young
person.
Prem Giri, member of violence watch group informed
about the child marriage issue
and the issue was registered in
January 14, 2020, then
CS:MAP-HRS district team
with member of violence watch
group (VWG) immediately visited to Radheshyam house. With
the initiation of project, two
meetings were organized with
presence of social workers, civil
society representatives, elected representatives and his neighbors were attended. The meeting was effective for inspiration and counseling to parents
and counseled about legal provisions, negative results and risks of child
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marriage. Bimala's parent realized own mistakes and made commitment for
stop marriage and support on daughter education. Due to activist effort,
encouraging massage provided to community people. Indra Prasad Luitel,
ward chairperson promised to reduce child marriage through ward office.
Nowadays social workers and elected representatives are starting
counseling to community people about importance of daughter education,
negative effects of child marriage. Indra Prasad Luitel, ward chairperson
said courageously "We all are responsible to control child marriage, so
community people's engagement is important to decrease the traditional
culture." PremGiri said," The consciousness level of people have also increased in the community as VWG formulated and functioning in the
community."A little task can bring the optimistic transform to control child
marriage.
The meeting was organized in January 16 and March 12, 2020 in
Padriya, Madheshi Tole
Support to Orphan Children
Megh Raj Gandharva, 58 and his
family members have been living at
Khaireni of Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality ward no 4, Bardiya. He is
disable, problem in his leg. There are
five family members in his family; wife,
two granddaughters (11 year and 8
year) and one grandson (3 year). His
family has one katha land and small
cottage. The family's livelihood sources
are traditional singing profession and
daily wages labor work. Unfortunately,
his son and daughter in law died two
years before. Three children became
helpless and orphan. Then grandparents take responsibility of children
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protection. Due to poor economic status, the family could not support for
their basic needs and education.
CS: MAP-HRS district team got detailed information with complains of the
children and family during human rights clinic. The case was registered in January
28, 2020, then CS: MAP-HRS district team with Dammar Thapa, member of
violence watch group (VWG) immediately visited to the family's house and
observed condition of the children. With the initiation of project, one meeting was
organized with presence of elected representative, social workers, member of
VWG and his neighbors were attended. It was widely discussed about for
supporting of those children and the family. All participants committed to support
the family.
With the initiation of VWG coordinator, ward office's recommendation
letter submitted to Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality office. LalBahadur Shrestha,
chairperson of Municipality, Arjun Subedi, Administrative Officer and woman,
children and social security section take seriously that issue and committed to
support the family. After then, Municipality collected the details information
and actual condition of the family. Some days later, Badhaiyatal Rural
Municipality supported NRs 10000 for basic needs of family.
MeghrajGandarva, grandfather, purchased the basic needs materials: warm
cloths, foods, stationery materials for children. The family members received
the necessary things and fulfill their basic needs and became happy.
Grandparents have been perceived about important of child education and
committed to continue the children education and try to fulfill basic needs of
family. Ward chairperson and social workers committed to support for
children education and other basic needs.
The meeting was hold in January 31, 2020, Kaireni of Badhaiyatal Rural
Municipality ward no 4, Bardiya

Success Story: Limitless Happiness of acquiring Citizenship
20-year-old Ruchi Mishra of Nepalgunj Sub metropolitan Ward 9
received a Citizenship through Mother on July 23, 2020 through a successful
intervention of Information and Human Rights Research Centre (IHRC).
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Manju Devi Baniya, mother of Ruchi Mishra had been fighting to confer
the citizenship to her daughter since long. After being tired of making frequent
visit to the District Administration Office (DAO) of Banke for 4 years, she
filed a case in Tulsipur Nepalgunj High Court on August 6, 2019 with the help
of IHRC. The court rendered an order in the name of DAO, Banke to confer
citizenship to Ruchi Mishra through her mother. With some ray of hope, Manju
Devi went to DAO along with the copy of a court order but to no avail. She
had to return empty handed and contacted IHRC.
IHRC on July 22 conducted a virtual "Radio Bahas" Program on the issue
of citizenship where Manju Devi was also invited as a participant and
citizenship affected person. The Chief District officer (CDO) of Banke was
one of the panelists in the event. Manju Devi shared her plight and the
hindrances she and her daughter has been facing to acquire her daughter's
citizenship. The CDO positively responded towards Manju Devi and asked
her to visit him next day at his office.
Manju Devi along with her daughter Ruchi went to the CDO and they
acquired the citizenship. Now Manju Devi and her daughter are extremely
happy, and Manju Devi says, "Her daughter's future is bright and she is
determined that her daughter would contribute in the development of Nation".
She is thankful to IHRC and the CS: MAP-HRS.
A small initiation can bring the positive change
Sita Magar (Name changed) 22, a seven months pregnant woman, has been
living at Badhaiyatal Rural
Municipality ward no 9, Bardiya. Her
family does not have their own
registered land although 2 katha of
'AILANI' land has been occupied.
There are 7 family members in her
family. Her husband and father in law
have been working in Kathmandu as
labor work. She has been staying with
mother in-law in house. Mother in-law
had been misbehaving frequentlyIHRC Nepalgunj - Annual Report 2020
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quarrelling, scolding, not properly food to her. Sita never got chance for pregnancy checkup at health post. She never got opportunity to have nutritious
food which was most essential during the period of pregnancy. Most often she
had to face trouble condition from family and she had been suffering from
mental torture. There was a small dark and unsafe room for her in house.
Shyam BK, secretary of violence watch group informed by a member of
her neighbor about Sita's critical condition. The case was registered in December 6, 2019, then CS: MAP-HRS district team with Shyam BK, Secretary, violence watch group (VWG) immediately visited to her house.
With the initiation of project, two meetings were organized with presence
of Dhani Ram Tharu, elected representative of ward, social workers and her
neighbors were attended. It was shared actual situation of the house and made
good discussion. The meetings were effective for motivation and counseling to
mother in law and she realized her own mistakes and made commitment for
properly care to Sita in upcoming days. They also compromised their own
mistakes. Dhani Ram Chaudhary, ward member promised to support her
through ward office.
After a week CS: MAP-HRS / IHRC and Shyam Bk, Secretary-VWG
visited Sita's home for monitoring of her situation. It was found improved
situation. Sita said happily "we have good relationship with mother in law, she
has been supporting me in house and also help for pregnancy checkup".
Badhayaital Rural Municipality ward no 9 office supported Rs.2000 for
her treatment as commitment made in the meeting, her husband also sent money
for her treatment.
Sita and her mother in law started to share their feeling with each other with
good cooperation and coordination. She has been visiting hospital for checking
her pregnancy status timely. Dhani Ram Tharu, ward elected representative said
boldly " we will support to those households who are suffering like Sita in the
coming days" Shayam BK said, " the awareness level of community has also
increased in the community as VWG formulated and functioning in the
community" . A small role can bring the positive change to safe life from danger.
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Success Story : A helpless woman was saved
Tara Rawat (Name changed) 36 years helpless woman has been living at
Shantipur of Badhaiyatal Rural Municipality ward no 1, Bardiya. Due to mental and physical disability, she has been living poorest condition. Her parents
already died and elder brother's family did not proper care.
Kabiram Sunar member of watch group informed about her condition.
The case was registered on February 06, 2020 at project contact office
Badhaiyatal. After then project team and watch group member visited to her
and consoled with ward chairperson and social workers. Ward chairperson
advised for joint meeting with elder's brother family. After some days we organized meeting with ward chair, elected representatives, social workers, family,
and HR activists regarding her issue. The meeting decided for some emergency support to her such as: citizenship, disability card, proper shelter and
care. Elder brother realized own responsibility and he also committed for
proper shelter and food. Ward chairperson committed for providing citizenship, disability card.
With the initiation of ward chairperson, she has got citizenship, disability
card and she is regular receiving disability facilities from local government.
Nowadays her living condition is gradually improving.
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Program Income and Expenditure: (as in Annual Audit Report)
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Photo Gallery: National and International Days Celebration

Narainapur Health Post monitoring during COVID-19 by Banke Civil Society in leadership of IHRC
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Review meeting after field visit
(Isolations and quarantine center visit
in Banke)

Balsudhar Griha Duduwa RM visit
for actual and factual report about
children and their rights

Suggestion and feedbacks handed
over to CDO Banke after field visit
in Banke during COVID-19

Health materials handing over to
Balsudhar Griha Duduwa Banke

Youth Engagement:

+2 Students have been provided with RTI and Campaign based information
in Nepalgunj
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